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Principal Investigator/Program Director (Last, First, Middle):

Lisbergei", Stephen G.

DESCRIPTION: See instructions. State the application's broad, long-term objectives and specific aims, making reference to the health relatedness of
the project (i.e., relevance to the mission of the agency). Describe concisely the research design and methods for achieving these goals. Describe
the rationale and techniques you will use to pursue these goals.
In addition, in two or three sentences, describe in plain, lay language the relevance of this research to public health. If the application is funded, this
description, as is, will become public information. Therefore, do not include proprietary/confidential information. DO NOT EXCEED THE SPACE
PROVIDED.

Smooth pursuit eye movements in primates provide an accessible example of motor behavior guided by
sensory inputs. Pursuit movements are controlled by cortical representations of target motion and access
some of the same higher cortical regions implicated in planning and decision making. In preliminary work we
have shown that pursuit behavior is variable but surprisingly precise, that the variability has a simple
structure, and that it can be attributed mainly to errors in sensory estimates of target motion parameters. The
surprisingly precise relationship between eye trajectories and target motion is established over time windows
of 100 ms durations. Thus, pursuit gives us a remarkable situation - a genuine primate sensory-motor
behavior in which the input-output relationship is computational simple, while relevant time scales are short
enough that each cell can contribute at most a few spikes. Thus, in the equation in which behavior is a
function of neural activity, both sides are much simpler than might have been expected. The potentially
combinatorial complexity involved in a complete analysis of the neural code itself and the connection
between spike trains and behavior is dramatically simplified. We propose 1) to understand the neural codes
for sensory and motor signals at multiple levels of the neural circuit for pursuit, 2) to correlate the activity of
single cortical, brainstem and cerebellar neurons with the trial-to-trial variability of motor output in awake,
behaving animals, and 3) to bridge the gap from what we can measure (co-variation of neural and behavioral
responses in single trials) to what we want to know (architecture and signal processing in the full sensorymotor circuit). The outcome of this line of research will be an understanding of how multiple cortical and subcortical areas work together to generate a single kind of voluntary movement. It will have direct impact on
how we understand neurological disorders of movement, and on the consequences of disruptions or
enhancements of correlations between neurons. Correlations and neuronal oscillations are an important
feature of normal motor function, and this project will help us to understand how to understand their
malfunctions and to design behavioral therapies to mitigate their disruption in epilepsy, nystagmus, and
movement disorders.
PERFORMANCE SITE(S) (organization, city, state)

University of California San Francisco
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KEY PERSONNEL. See instructions. Use continuation pages as needed to provide the required information in the format shown below.
Start with Principal Investigator. List all other key personnel in alphabetical order, last name first.
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University of California San Francisco Principal Investigator
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If the proposed project involves human embryonic stem cells, list below the registration number of the specific cell line(s) from the following list:

http://stemcells.nih.qov/reqistrv/index.asp. Use continuation pages as needed.
If a specific line cannot be referenced at this time, include a statement that one from the Registry will be used.
Cell Line

Disclosure Permission Statement. Applicable to SBIR/STTR Only. See SBIR/STTR instructions.
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JUSTIFICATION. Follow the budget justification instructions exactly. Use continuation pages as needed.

Pursuant to University of California policy, salaries in the initial budget period are based on
current published UC salary scales and include University mandated range adjustments and
merit increases scheduled to occur before the proposed project start date. Merit increases for
faculty, other academic appointments and staff on step-based pay plans are included at the time
they are due according to UC guidelines for normal length of time at each step.
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Budget justification: Stephen G. Lisberger
Senior personnel: Dr. Stephen Lisberger's salary is supported entirely by -- - -------- - -------- --------- ---------Postdoctoral fellow. We request support for one postdoctoral fellow whose role in the project
will be to conduct experiments and analyze data for one or more of the structures to be
investigated in the proposal. The stipend has been set at $50,000 in the first year to allow us to
be competitive in recruiting postdoctoral fellows with backgrounds in the physical sciences,
where the stipends generally are higher than for biological disciplines. (100%)
Other personnel: We request small amounts of support for technical personnel who provide
infrastructure that is necessary for the conduct of the experiments in this proposal. This includes:
----- ------- ------ - ------------ -a veterinary nurse who runs the survival surgery used for these
experiments and who plays a critical role in regulatory compliance; - -- ------- ---- - ---------- an
electronics engineer who is responsible for building and maintaining the electronics used in the
experiments; - -- of a to-be-named machinist who builds the implants used for the experiments
and maintains other mechanical parts of the laboratory.
Equipment: We request $3,000 annually to purchase the fastest available PC computer for use in
the intensive number crunching that will be needed for the analyses and computation proposed
here. This appears as equipment in year 1 and has been folded into supplies in year two because
it is above the equipment threshold for indirect cost calculations at UCSF in year 1, but below
that threshold in years 2-5.
Travel: Face-to-face meetings will be an important part of this collaboration. We request funds
to allow 3 visits to--- ---------- ----------- - -- ---------- - - annually, for both the PI and one postdoc.
These visits will be essential for the close interaction of experiment and theory proposed here,
and also will promote the broader impact of our work. We also request funds for one trip
annually for the PI to the CRCNS meeting. We request $1,000 per person per trip to reflect the
expected cost of transcontinental travel, given the need for accommodations, taxis, and food even
in the face of (unconscionably) low air fares.
Supplies: We request $4,946 annually to support the experimental supplies needed to make daily
recordings from awake behaving monkeys. This amount will help to defray the cost of $60 per
recording electrode for the Thomas technology that will allow the long duration recordings we
need to obtain on a daily basis. It also will contribute to the cost of protective gear for human
investigators working with non-human primates, surgical and veterinary supplies, and minor
electronics and computer expenses. We also request funds to pay the per diem cost of $12.51 per
monkey (x365) for the two monkeys that will be involved in these studies each year, and we
request $4,000 annually for the purchase of one monkey.
We also request funds for a subcontract to support a consortium at ----------- ------------- (domestic
institution)- $90,972 DC and $52,764 TC each year. F&A rate is 58% at ----------- ------------- The
justification for those funds follows:
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------- -- --------- -------- ----------- --------------- ------ -- ------------ - ------- ---- -- ------------ - will be
responsible for the overall direction and coordination of the theoretical components of the project.
--- ------- - -also is involved intimately in the day to day theoretical work that forms the core of the
proposed project, sharpening the theoretical questions and using his extensive mathematical
experience to help derive new quantities of interest in data analysis. Rather than leaving all of the
programming tasks to junior collaborators, he will continue to develop preliminary versions of the
code used in many aspects of this project. The preliminary work and concepts for this project have
grown out of -------- - reg--- -------- - - -------- ------ - ---- --------- - ---- oughout the duration of this
grant. We have requested-- - -------- - ------------ ------- - ------- -------To be Named Postdoctoral Fellow (---- -- ------- --will be recruited from the growing community of
young the-------- ----- sicists with interests in biology and neuroscience in particular. This fellow,
along with-- --------- will help to maintain the continuous interaction between theory and
experiment by traveling to the Lisberger laboratory at UCSF, and carry out most of the
computational work involved in data analysis and modeling. It is expected that t- - ------ -- ---ill also
take advantage of other opportunities for interaction with the theoretical group at------------ - We
have requested a salary of $50,000 plus benefits to be competitive with other opportunities.
----------- ---------- - ------- ------------- ----------- -- - -- - ------------- --- ----- -------- - -------- - --------- --------- - ----------- ------ -------- --- -- ---------- - ------------------ - - --------- - - ---- ------------ -------- --------- ----------- -- - ---- --- -- ----- ------ -- - - --------- - - - ------ -------- --- --- --- -- ----- ---------- ----- - - - ---- ------------- --------- - ---- --- - -------- -------- ---- -- ------------- -- - -- - ---------- ---- ----- - ---- ------ ---- - -------- - ----- -- - ---- ---- -------- - --- --- -- --- -------------- ------------- ----- ------------- - ---- - --- - ----- --------- - - - ---- ---------- - -- --- - -------- - ------------- -- ---------- - --------------- ----- -- ------ ----------------- ------- ---- -------- - ---- -- ------- -------- - --- - --------------- - ------- - - - --- - -- ----------- --- - ----- - --- - -------- - ---- ----- - -- --- ----- - ------ - -- ------------ - ----- ----- - --- - -------- - --- --- -- ----- ---------- - ---------- - ------- --------- - - - ---- ------------- ----------- --- - ---------- - ---------- - --------- ----- -- --- - ------- --------- --- ------------ - ---------- - --- - -------- ----- - - - ------------- --- ---------- - --------- - -- --- -- - ---------- - - - ---- ------------- ------- -------- ----- --- - --- - ---- ------- - - ------- - ------------ --------- --- - ---------- - ----------- --- --------- - --------- - ------- -- - -- ------- --- -------------- - ---------- - -- - --- - -------- - ---- -- --------------------- --- - --------- - ---------- - -- - ---- ----- - ----- ------ ----- --- - ----- ----------- ----------- - -- ---- ---------- - -- - ------- - ---------- - ---------- - -- --------- - -------- ------------ -----
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RESOURCES
FACILITIES: Specify the facilities to be used for the conduct of the proposed research. Indicate the performance sites and describe capacities,
pertinent capabilities, relative proximity, and extent of availability to the project. Under "Other," identify support services such as machine shop,
electronics shop, and specify the extent to which they will be available to the project. Use continuation pages if necessary.
Laboratory:

Dr. Lisberger's laboratory comprises 4 rigs, each suited for analysis of eye movement and single unit
recording in awake monkeys. All necessary computing, eyecoil recording systems, and visual stimulation
devices are available. Three of the rigs have Thomas recording systems for multiple

Clinical:

N/A

Animal:

Our colony consists of approximately 12 rhesus monkeys housed in a 400 square foot room. Veterinary
nursing is provided by two employees funded mostly by other sources, and a survival surgery is provided
within the confines of the Keck Center.
Computer:

A central file server provides 2 TB of RAID storage and other central server functions. Each postdoc and
student has their own high-powered computer. Personnel supported by HHMI and NIH grants include a
dedicated scientific programmer, and two system adminstrators, one for UNIX and one for PCs and MACs.
Office:

Dr. Lisberger has a 120 square foot office near the laboratory. Postdoctoral fellows and students are
provided with adequate desk space in space assigned to the Keck Center and the Lisberger lab.
Other:

The Departmental machine and electronics shops have the capacity to build and maintain any specialized
mechanical and electronics equipment that is needed by the project.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT: List the most important equipment items already available for this project, noting the location and pertinent capabilities of each.

Each rig comprises: eye coil system for measuring eye movements, computing for data acquistion and
stimulus control, analog and digital display devices for creating visual stimuli, interfaces for signal
conditioning between the world and the computer, microdrives for introducing microelectrodes into the brain,
hardware and software for processing and sorting action potential from single units.
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PI: Lisberger, Stephen G.
8. Research Plan

a. Specific Aims
Behavior emerges from the interactions of neurons in complex circuits. If we take a snapshot of the
nervous system in a small window of time, the patterns of action potentials across the cells in the relevant
circuits provide a representation of sensory inputs, of the animal's plans and intentions, and of its
impending behaviors or motor outputs. This neural representation of behavior constitutes a codedifferent patterns of neural activity stand for different behaviors. Although there are many cases in which
aspects of behavior can be correlated with the structural features of the underlying circuits or even the
activity of particular neurons, there are many open questions. Our specific aims are to address the
following questions for smooth pursuit eye movements:
•

What are the elementary symbols in the neural code for behavior? Are these symbols different in
different circuits, perhaps varying systematically with the biophysical properties of the cells and
synapses?

•

Is there a discrete alphabet or a simple continuous parameterization of behavioral outputs that
form the natural "translation" of the neural symbols?

•

How does the structure of the code relate to the precision with which behaviors can be generated
and matched to their context?

b, c. Background and Significance & Preliminary Results
Exploring the neural code for behavior is a daunting task because both the patterns of neural activity and
the spectrum of possible behaviors are of enormous complexity. Faced with this complexity, the
neuroscience community has made progress by imposing various simplifying assumptions: The spectrum
of behaviors can be constrained by training an animal, for example to choose only among a small number
of discrete alternatives; the analysis of neural activity can be simplified by focusing on particular features,
such as the spike count or firing rate in defined windows of time; the entire problem can be simplified by
asking for the relationships between average measures of neural activity and average motor outputs, rather
than trying to account for the moment-by-moment or trial-by-trial variations in behavior.
As we will explain in detail, our preliminary work on smooth pursuit eye movements in primates suggests
that this system - although it accesses the full range of mammalian cortical circuitry - has a natural
simplicity that makes tractable the analysis of the neural code for behavior without having to impose
simplifying assumptions. Specifically, we have found that the trajectories of eye movements vary from
trial to trial in ways that span only a low dimensional space, that these dimensions of variability are
equivalent to errors in sensory estimates of target motion parameters, and that a surprisingly precise
relationship between eye trajectories and target motion is established over time windows so brief that
individual neurons can generate only a few action potentials. These results imply that the "vocabularies"
of neural code words and motor behaviors that they represent are much simpler than they could have
been. We propose to exploit this simplicity to give a more complete and theoretically grounded analysis
of the neural code for behavior in this system, addressing the questions above in the context of
experiments where we record from cortical, cerebellar and brainstem neurons during pursuit behaviors.
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Setting the stage: Pursuit as a model system
Pursuit is a smooth tracking eye movement that responds to smooth motion of a target at speeds up to
60°/s (Lisberger & Westbrook 1985). It responds primarily to the motion of the target, rather than to its
position (Rashbass 1961), and generates eye motion of the right direction and speed to minimize the
motion of the target with respect to the eyes. Although pursuit operates as a feedback system because the
retina is attached to the moving eye, the latency in the visual—motor pathways means that there is a -100
ms window after the initiation of pursuit during which the system is effectively open loop or feedforward
(Newsome et al 1985), greatly simplifying the discussion.
One of the important features of pursuit in primates is that it is a very robust behavior, easily evoked
under laboratory conditions with trained animals. Thus, it is possible to collect in the course of one
afternoon hundreds of examples of the behavioral response to each of many different target motions, for a
total of several thousand eye movement responses; an example drawn from such a data set in shown in
Fig 1. Methods which are by now standard in the field allow us to measure motor output with millisecond
time resolution and better than 0.1 °/s precision [see, for example, Lisberger (1998)]. If all we did was to
average the results of many trials, these large data sets would collapse to give much less information. As
will become clear, the full power of these experiments emerges only when we have methods for analyzing
trial~by~trial fluctuations.
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Figure 1: Behavioral responses to
repeated presentations of target
motion, (a) Position (at top) and
velocity (bottom) of the target and
corresponding trajectories of the
eye on a
single trial.
(b)
Horizontal component of eye
velocity on each of 200 trials, (c)
Vertical eye velocity on each of
200 trials. In one experiment we
collect such data for each of
several different target trajectories;
these data from Osborne et al
(2005).

300

In parallel with the quantitative measurements of behavior, the pursuit system has the advantage that
much of the relevant neural circuitry is accessible for recording while the monkey is awake and behaving.
The sensory signals that drive pursuit arise in extrastriate visual motion area MT (Newsome et al 1985)
and proceed through cortico-cortical circuits that include at least the higher motion area MST and the
smooth eye movement part of the frontal eye fields, which we have called the frontal pursuit area or FPA
(Tian & Lynch 1996). All cortical areas project to the brainstem, where their output signals are relayed to
at least two regions of the cerebellum: the floccular complex and an oculomotor region of the vermis.
Cerebellar outputs from the floccular complex influence floccular target neurons in the vestibular nuclei
(Lisberger et al 1994), at least some of which project to extra-ocular motoneurons. Because of the
accessibility of neurons in the final brainstem pathways for eye movement, our group and others have
been able to amass a large body of data on the responses of neurons at multiple levels of the pursuit
circuit: In the cerebellum (Stone & Lisberger 1990, Shinmei et al 2002, Suzuki & Keller 1988), in the
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frontal pursuit area (Tanaka & Lisberger 2002, MacAvoy et al 1991) and in MST (Ilg & Their 2003,
Recanzone & Wurtz 2000, Newsome et al 1988). Recent progress in experimental technique has made it
possible hold stable recordings from single cells over the 30 minute to several hour time scale, so that we
can record neural activity over much of the ~103 trials that constitute our largest behavioral data sets.
Although much has been learned about the transformation from sensory inputs to motor outputs by
studying the open loop period of pursuit, our preliminary work has uncovered some important new
features which we believe set the stage for a much more complete analysis.
Precision of pursuit at short times
The first 100 ms of pursuit is quite precise. In one set of experiments (Osborne, Bialek & Lisberger,
unpublished), monkeys tracked targets that moved at a speed of 20°/s in directions chosen randomly from
a set of 9 directions spaced in 1 to 3° steps about a median direction. For example, if the median direction
was rightward, then target motions might be directly to the right and 3, 6, and 9° above and below exactly
rightward. Targets consisted of either single spots or small patches of 100 correlated random dots, with
identical results. We analyzed the direction discrimination of pursuit by measuring vertical eye velocity,
which should be zero in response to pure rightward target motion. The basic answer can be appreciated by
inspection of the means and standard
• +3 deg
— +6 deg
deviations of vertical eye velocity in
Figure
2. When the target directions were
• -3 deg
•-6 deg
22_-•
"ft
+6° (right graph), the mean trajectories
were separated by 1 SD about 130 ms after
~<~«'\
the onset of target motion (vertical black
0§ 0line). When the target directions were +3°
(left graph), the means were separated by
1 SD about 170 ms after the onset of target
-2-2motion. These times estimate,
conservatively, how long it took the
-4
-4 J
pursuit system to discriminate 12° and 6°
100
200
300
300
100
200
differences of direction.

I

J

Time from target motion onset (ms)

Figure 2: Mean and standard deviations of vertical eye velocity for
target motions of 3° (A) and 6° (B) relative to rightward. Dashed
lines indicate time when the averages separate by one SD.

A more complete analysis looks at the full covariance structure of the trajectories rather than just the
means and standard deviations at single moments in time. Recording many trials of response to the same
target direction 9a, we write the mean vertical eye velocity trajectory as/L>" (t)\ , where t is measured
from the onset of target motion. We also can estimate the covariance matrix of vertical eye velocity
fluctuations:

(1)
Experimentally the covariance matrix varies very little with small changes in target motion direction 0a,
so we pool the data to obtain a better estimate of the covariance matrix Cuu (t,t'). If we compare the
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trajectories in response to different directions of motion 9a and 0b, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for
discrimination based on observations in the time window 0 < t < T is
9 a ,9 b ;T)= \dt
(=0
1=0

(2)
t/'=0

where the inverse matrix C~JV (t,t')is defined by
(3)

In practice inversion of the covariance matrix is ill-conditioned. To regularize the problem we write the
SNR as a sum of positive contributions from the different eigendirections of Cvu and found that robust
and reproducible estimates were dominated by contributions from the first three directions. Results of
this analysis are shown in Fig 3. As predicted by theory, the SNR scales in proportion to the square of the
difference in directions,
SNR(9a,9b;T) = F(T)(9-9 b ) 1

(4)

so that an entire set of experiments with many different target directions can be summarized by the single
function F(T). Equivalently we can define the threshold difference in direction as a function of time by
asking for the point where SNR(9,9+ &9(T);T) = 1, which corresponds to &9(T) = \I^F(T). Figure 3c
shows the estimated discrimination threshold for one experiment where pursuit could discriminate 4.4° of
direction within 100 ms of pursuit onset (t = 200 ms, measured from target motion onset). Many
experiments on 3 monkeys reveal that pursuit can discriminate 3.5 to 5° of direction difference within the
first 100 ms after the onset of the response. Similar analyses show that this brief, open loop component of
pursuit behavior is
0.1(H
20 n
B
sufficient to resolve
differences of less
than 20% in target
~ 0.05speed and 10ms in
the timing of target
motion onset.
0.00
100

200

0
100 200 300
Time since target motion onset (ms)

Figure 3: Analysis of signal to noise ratio to assess threshold for direction discrimination
of pursuit. Error bars were obtained by bootstrapping.

Reduced dimensionality of behavioral variation
Even in response to identical sensory inputs, the trajectories of eye movement vary from trial to trial, and
this variability is what sets the limits to discriminability quantified in Fig 3. We have found that this
variability has a remarkably simple structure (Osborne et al 2005). If a target starts to move at time to in
direction 0 and at speed u, then on average the eyes move along a (vector) velocity trajectory
(v(t -10;0, t>)}. Of course the animal doesn't actually know the values of the target motion parameters;
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rather these have to be estimated from the visual input. If the brain makes a small error, say in its
estimate of direction, it is plausible that this will give rise to a variation in the whole trajectory,

W

(5)

SO

where 59 is the direction error on a single trial. More generally we expect that there will be errors in the
estimates of all three target motion parameters, plus some background noise (perhaps associated with the
motor plant itself), so that on a single trial we will observe:

(6)

dO

do

dtn

••*„

(7)

This model assumes that the dominant source of noise is just the propagated error in sensory estimation,
rather than any intrinsic noise in the generation of motor commands. If this is correct, then once we
remove the contribution of background noise the trial—to—trial variations in the entire trajectory of eye
movements should be controlled by just three numbers, 50, 8v, and Sto. Another way of saying this is that
the variations in the function v(t) should span only a three dimensional space; the signature of this
reduced dimensionality is that covariance matrix of velocity fluctuations should have only three nonzero
eigenvalues. Further, the relevant directions in trajectory space (eigenvectors of the covariance matrix)
should be determined by derivatives of the mean trajectories, as in Eq (7). We have found that these
predictions are confirmed with surprising accuracy: in a series of experiments on several animals,
94+1.5% of the variance in eye velocity trajectories is captured by just three dimensions (as illustrated in
the data of Fig 4), and these modes have 95% overlap with the predicted direction, speed and timing
modes (Osborne et'al 2005).
By analyzing the variability in trajectories in this way we can produce even tighter bounds on the
precision of the underlying sensory estimates, with typical values of 86rms below 3°, 5urms/o ~ 17%, and
dtrms~ 8 ms.
Figure 4. Low dimensionality of fluctuations in
motor output. We analyzed 200 ms of eye velocity
trajectories in both horizontal and vertical directions
with millisecond resolution. We computed the
covariance matrix of fluctuations in this trajectory
and subtract the covariance matrix of background
fluctuations observed before the onset of pursuit.
Left: eigenvalues of the resulting matrix AC; three
modes stand out, accounting for nearly 95% of the
total variance in trajectory. Right: the cumulative
probability that eigenvalues arise purely as a result
of noise in our finite sample; The three modes which
stand out at left - and only these three - are
statistically significant at the p < 0.001 level.
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Small numbers of spikes matter
Recent work has shown that individual neurons in the pursuit pathway must make their contribution to
coding for behavior using surprisingly small numbers of action potentials (Osborne et al 2004). We
recorded responses of many individual MT neurons in anesthetized, paralyzed monkeys during multiple
presentations of targets that moved in directions ranging +90° relative to each cell's preferred direction in
7.5 or 15° steps. The resulting large data set was analyzed by measuring cumulative spike count as a
function of time in each trial and computing the Shannon information (Shannon 1948; Rieke et al 1997)
that these counts provide about the direction of motion. For each neuron, we analyzed the data with
information theory by computing the mutual information between the spike counts n and the stimulus
direction Om time windows of size T,
PT(n\0)

(8)

where
(9)

60.0

is the distribution of spike counts averaged over all
directions of motion. ICOunt(T) measures in bits the
amount of information that a single observation of the
spike count n provides about the direction of motion 0,
and in these experiments all K directions occurred with
equal probability so that P(9) = 1/K. Spike counts
increased continuously throughout the 256 ms duration
of our stimuli (Fig 5B), but the information about
direction (Fig 5C) did not. Instead, information rose
quickly to 80% of its maximal value within the first 100
ms of the neural response (Fig 5C).
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Figure 5. Responses to motion in an MT neuron (Osborne et
al 2004). (A) Mean firing rate, (B) mean + one standard
deviation of the spike count, and (C) information from spike
count about motion direction, each as a function of time after
motion onset.

Time (milliseconds)

The same general features appeared for each of the 36 neurons in our sample. The information about
direction from cumulative counts was only slightly higher 256 ms after the qnset of target motion than it
was 100 ms after the onset of target motion: in Fig 6A, most of the points plot close to the line of slope 1,
which would obtain if information reached its peak within the first 100 ms of the response. Figure 6B
shows that only a few spikes were required for information about direction to reach its maximum. Each
curve shows the responses for an individual neuron and plots information at each time point in the
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analysis as a function of the mean spike count at that time point. For most of the neurons, only 2 to 3
spikes were required, on average, to provide most of the information about the direction of stimulus
motion, and for a substantial subset of cells the majority of the information is carried by just one spike, on
average.
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Figure 6. Summary of time course of
information about direction in 36 MT neurons.
A: Information is only slightly higher after 256
ms of motion than after 100 ms. B: Information
is maximal after only a few spikes have been
fired, on average. Bold curve in B shows the
example neuron from Fig 5. Note that fractional
spike counts are meaningful because the x-axis
reports mean spike count - a value of 0.1
indicates that a single spike had been
accumulated at that time, on average, in every
tenth repetition of the stimulus. From Osborne
etal(2004).

As we move beyond the sensory cortex to subsequent layers of the pursuit circuitry, we find neurons with
very different properties; in particular, if we look at time windows during which cells have relatively
constant rates of spiking, the statistical properties of the spike trains are very different. From motor
cortex to cerebellum to brainstem, the coefficient of variation of inter-spike interval decreases from values
of ~1.5 in the cortex to -0.5 in the cerebellum, -0.2 in the cerebellar target neurons of the brainstem and
finally -0.04 in extraocular motoneurons. Although cells in the different brain regions might in principle
be capable of generating similar spike trains (e.g., in response to the injection of appropriately chosen
dynamic currents), it is clear that in vivo these cells are using distinct parts of the full "vocabulary"
accessible to spiking neurons. •-,:,
- ,.r-,
Despite the dramatic differences in neural vocabulary between, for example, cortical area MT and the
relevant areas of the cerebellum, we have found that the importance of small numbers of spikes is a
common feature. As an example, Fig 7 illustrates results from a single neuron in the floccular complex.
In these experiments, a monkey responds to 100 repetitions of identical target motion, randomly
interleaved among other patterns of motion to avoid prediction. As an alternative to counting spikes in
fixed windows of time, we generate a running "spike rate" by computing the inverse of the local interspike interval (Perkel & Bullock 1968), and ask how the moment-to-moment and trial-by-trial
fluctuations in these intervals correlate with the fluctuations in behavioral output. Strikingly, the
correlation coefficient was in the neighborhood of 0.65-0.7 during the initiation of pursuit and was local
in time. Similar correlation matrices have been found in more than 20 Purkinje cells and much higher
degrees of correlation in non-Purkinje cells recorded in the granule cell layer. It is important to
emphasize that this correlation means that the motor output of the pursuit system is correlated with the
durations of individual inter-spike intervals from single cells. Notice also that if the typical spike train of
an individual neuron has a strong correlation with the behavioral output, then it must be that the spike
trains of different neurons have high correlations with each other.
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Time since onset of target motion (ms)
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Figure 7. Correlation matrix for a
typical Purkinje cell in the floccular
complex. X- and Y-axes in the
correlation matrix measure time since
the onset of target motion. Traces
along the top and right sides show the
trial-to-trial variations in eye velocity
and "firing rate" computed from interspike intervals, respectively. The
matrix is colored to measure the
strength of correlations between these
signals, normalized as a correlation
coefficient; diagonal from top left to
bottom right shows correlations at
equal times.
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Sharpening our questions: Why a model—independent approach is tractable
Understanding the neural code for behavior means that we want to build a dictionary that translates
between two different sets of symbols—the neural responses and the patterns of motor output. As
emphasized at the outset, this is a daunting task because the symbol sets are enormous, at least in
principle. The preliminary observations, summarized in the previous section, suggest strongly that, for
the pursuit system, this potential explosion of possibilities is highly restricted.
If spikes occur on average at a rate r, and we examine the neural responses in a window of duration T at
time resolution At« 1/r, then the maximum possible entropy of the neural response is
\TT

c

_

>Jm,, —

(Rieke et al 1997), which is equivalent to saying that the number of distinct neural

responses - including all the different temporal patterns that we can distinguish given our time resolution
- that occur with significant probability is less than
\rT

(10)
For the cells in MT that we analyze in Figs 5 & 6, the relevant mean spike counts are rT ~ 1-3 spikes,
and reasonable values of rAJ1 ~ (30 spikes/s)(5 ms) -0.15 yield N~ 16 - 4000. Thus if we can explore
-1000 trials it is plausible that we can come close to exhausting all possible responses, and in favorable
cases these responses will be sampled many times. Although the individual parameters are different, the
number of possible responses in the relevant time window for the Purkinje neuron of Fig 7 is rather
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similar. The essential point is that the small mean number or spikes rT in the relevant window limits the
combinatorial explosion of possibilities.
A similar restriction of possibilities occurs on the motor side. We have seen that trial—to—trial variability
of the eye movement trajectory - which might plausibly be described by many dozens of parameters even
in the -100 ms window of open loop behavior - is dominated by just three dimensions, and in fact the
form of these relevant dimensions is predictable from the average trajectories, as in Eq 7. Even if we
want to resolve ten different levels of contribution from each of these three dimensions, the total number
of possible trajectories still is limited to ~103.
In principle, one thousand possible neural responses and one thousand possible behaviors could lead to a
million combinations, which we could not hope to sample in any reasonable experiment. On the other
hand, our preliminary results suggest that we can observe strong trial—by—trial correlations between
neural responds and motor outputs, even without searching systematically for the best representation or
the most informative components of either signal. This indicates that not all combinations will be
accessed by the system, and that by restricting our attention a bit - concentrating on slightly shorter
segments of the spike train, giving a slightly coarser quantization of the three components of motor
variation - the full range of combined neural and behavioral variability can come within the range that
can be sampled in one afternoon.
The plan, then, is to come as close as possible to generating data sets which give us an exhaustive sample
of the motor outputs and neural responses in the limited time windows of relevance to the open loop
component of pursuit behavior. Our estimate is that we can approach this goal if we can do experiments
with thousands of trials, and that significant progress could be made with data sets of several hundred
trials. If we can do this, we will have a large list of "words" with the same meaning in two different
languages - the language of spike trains and the language of eye trajectories. This concordance includes
spelling errors, since there is unlikely to be a deterministic translation between the two languages. Our
theoretical task then will be to recognize these spelling errors and to group together the patterns of neural
activity that serve as synonyms for the same trajectories of motor output. These patterns that point to
distinct trajectories form the elementary symbols of the neural code for behavior.
d. Methods and Experimental Design
Experimental plan: Building the data set we need
Experiments will be conducted on awake, behaviorally-trained rhesus monkeys. Visual targets consisting
of spots or patches of dots will be presented on .video screens and monkeys will be rewarded with fluids
for initiating pursuit when the targets start to move and tracking the motion for periods of 1 to 2 seconds.
We will use the magnetic search coil technique to monitor their eye movements with both precision and
accuracy, and analysis will be based on records of eye velocity, obtained by analog or digital
differentiation of the eye position records. Typical records of eye and target position and velocity are
shown in Fig 1. Here, and in all our experiments, targets are displaced in a step of position in one
direction at the same time as they start to move in the opposite direction. The step compensates for the
latency of pursuit and obviates the need for a saccadic eye movement that would interfere with the 100 ms
interval in which we would analyze pursuit and neural activity. Pursuit ignores the step of target position
and responds in this situation solely to its smooth, ramp motion.
•
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We will focus on three groups of neurons that are known to be important for pursuit: the frontal pursuit
area or FPA (loosely, the "motor cortex" for pursuit), the floccular complex of the cerebellum, and
floccular target neurons (the brainstem relay neurons from floccular Purkinje cells to extraocular
motoneurons). For each neuron, we will collect hundreds of repetitions of the same target motion, to
achieve a set of data that is suitable for the theoretical work outlined below. As explained above, the
dominant components of variability in behavioral output are equivalent to variations or errors in timing,
speed and direction of target motion. While timing variations are implicit, we want to explore explicitly
the dimensions of speed and direction.
For experiments that evaluate speed, the target motions will be either in the preferred direction of the
neuron under study or the opposite direction, and target speeds will be 10, 20, and 30°/s. This amounts to
6 different target motions that will be randomly interleaved and repeated -100 times for a total of-600
trials of target motion. For experiments that evaluate direction, target motions will be at 20°/s in the
preferred direction, the opposite direction, and 45° clockwise and counterclockwise relative to the
preferred direction. This amounts to 4 different target motions, or -400 trials of target motion. Note that
the random trial-to-trial variations in motor output mean that these experiments will actually elicit
behaviors that fill +3 to 6° directional windows around the direction of target motion, and -10 to 20%
windows of speed around the target speed. To ensure that we obtain many repetitions of at least one of
the trial sets for each neuron, we will present direction and speed trials in separate blocks, although we
anticipate that we will be able to acquire both blocks for many neurons, and again we emphasize that even
with target motion held fixed we access a range of motor outputs. For each neuron, we will record the
activity in the last 300 ms before the onset of target motion, to provide baseline activity that will be
analyzed to determine the resting discharge characteristics of each neuron, as well as the activity
throughout the target motion. The "baseline" is important also because a consistent theory of the neural
code for behavior must identify those aspects of neural activity that code for the absence of motor output
as well as for particular features of systematic motion.
Theoretical plan: Searching for the elementary symbols
The modern understanding of the neural code begins with Adrian's observations on the action potentials
generated by single sensory neurons (Adrian 1928). He found that in response to steady stimuli, the rate
or frequency at which individual cells generate action potentials depends on stimulus strength, and this is
the origin of the concept of rate coding. The neurons in cortical area MT that provide the sensory input
to smooth pursuit are a perfect example of these ideas: In response to the motion of small targets - the
kind of motion which triggers smooth pursuit - cells in MT generate spikes with a rate that varies as a
function of the speed and direction of motion. The widespread observation of rate modulations in
response to sensory stimuli has led to the belief that rate coding is well established (Perkel & Bullock
1968). The alternative to rate coding is that the detailed timing of spikes might be meaningful signals for
the brain, either in addition to or instead of the signals carried by the spike rate. The problem of neural
coding usually is formulated, at least in part, as the problem of rate vs. timing. In an effort to understand
the neural representation of signals relevant to pursuit, we have arrived at a rather different view of the
coding problem, in which we ask about the nature of the elementary symbols in the code.
The conventional view of rate vs. timing was developed in response to experiments with constant or ,
slowly varying sensory inputs. Under these conditions, the natural time scales are long compared with the
intervals between spikes, and the question of what one means by "rate" has a simple answer: We can,count spikes in windows of time that contain many spikes, and normalize by the size of the window to
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obtain the rate. The difficulty is in generalizing to the more natural case of dynamic stimuli. It is
conventional to plot the spike rate as a function of time in response to sensory inputs, as in the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of Fig. 5 A, but this rate is computed as an average over many repeated
presentations of the same dynamic sensory input. Thus the time-dependent rate r(t) is not accessible from
a single example of the neural response, and hence it cannot be the actual symbol in any neural code: If
the statement "A codes for B" is going to be useful, it must be the case that we actually can observe A
directly.
Figure 8. Counting spikes and inferring rates in a cell from area
MT. In each time window of size At = 32 ms on each stimulus
trial, we count the number of spikes n that the cell generates. By
averaging over many trials, we also compute the time-dependent
rate r(t) as in the conventional PSTH. As discussed in the text,
we compute both the conditional mean spike rate r(n;AI) and
its standard deviation 8rrms(n\&T), shown here as points and
error bars. For comparison we show also the "naive rate" n/At,
which turns out to be strikingly different from the actual spike
rates r(t). Data from experiments described by Osborne et. al
(2004).
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To illustrate the seriousness of the difficulty in defining rate coding under dynamic stimulus conditions it
is useful to consider a concrete example drawn from the same data set as in Figs 5 & 6 (Osborne et al
2004). The intuition from experiments with constant or slowly varying inputs is that spike rate is related
to the number of spikes in a window, so we can analyze the responses of the cell by counting spikes in
windows of some size At. What is important is that for every window in time where we count exactly n
spikes, we can look at the PSTH formed by averaging across the many repeated presentations of the
sensory stimulus to find the time-dependent spike rate r(t) in this window. In particular we can ask, given
that we count n spikes in a window of duration At, on average what is the time-dependent spike rate r(t) in
the window? Let's call this rate conditional on the spike count r(n;^T) and similarly we can define a
standard deviation of all the rates that occur in windows with spike count n, and we will write this as
8rrms(n;^.T). The experimental results for r(n;&T) and <5rraii(«;AT) are striking, as shown in Fig. 8 for the
case of At = 32 ms; similar results are obtained for a wide range of window sizes. While there is a general
tendency for larger spike counts to occur in windows with larger rates, the relationship is neither as tight
nor as steep as one might have expected.
If we think of the drrna(n;&T) as error bars on the brain's estimate of the rate given the spike count, then
in this cell (which is typical in this respect) the error bars overlap for almost all the nonzero values of the
count - when the cell generates any spikes at all it "points to" values of the rate r(t) that are distinct from
those associated with the absence of spiking,'but the rates associated with one spike or four spikes form
overlapping distributions. Even more surprising is that the firing rates are nowhere near being the number
of spikes divided by the size of the window! Figure 8 provides direct evidence that the "rate" r(t)
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conventionally plotted in analyzing the activity of neurons throughout the brain is very different from the
"rate" that we can estimate by counting spikes in real time from single trials. There are not just random
deviations between the two quantities, but large systematic differences. Under these conditions it is not
clear what "rate coding" really means.
Although seen most dramatically as a systematic discrepancy between the true time-dependent rate and a
naive estimate based on spike counts, all of the problem really arises from the fact that the relationship
between spike trains and underlying time-dependent rates is probabilistic. Thus if the brain actually
wants to infer anything about the rate r(t) from incoming spike trains then it would have to solve a
nontrivial estimation problem. The amount of "estimation power" can be quantified by asking how much
information the spike count tells us—or how much it could tell the brain - about the underlying rate r(t).
The information that counts provide,about rate is defined by
P(n,r)
_P(n}P(r}\

(11)

where P(n,r) is the joint distribution of the spike count n and the time—dependent rate r(t) in windows of
size At, P(n) is the overall distribution of counts and P(r) is the distribution of rates. Figure 9 shows the
results of this analysis for the same MT neuron as in Fig 8. Corresponding to the overlap among error
bars in Fig 8, the information that spike counts provide about rate is never very large, <0.5 bits even after
100ms.
single spike times vs counting
1.5

spike counts -»rate
one spike time -> stimulus |

Figure 9. The information content of single spike times
and spike counts, using Eqs (12) and (11), respectively.
To obtain reliable results we correct for finite sample
size as described by Strong et al (1998), Brenner et al
(2000), and Osborne et al (2004); see also Panzeri &
Treves (1996). Dashed lines to guide the eye; data from
experiments described by Osborne et al (2004).
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The sparseness of spike trains makes it difficult to estimate the underlying rate, but in sparse spike trains
the timing of individual spikes can be highly informative about particular events in the stimulus.
Following Brenner et al (2000), we can quantify this information carried by a single spike time exactly as
an integral over the time-dependent rate,
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where T is the total duration of the dynamic stimulus and f is the mean spike rate.
Again we can examine the dependence of this single spike information on the time resolution At, with the
results shown in Fig 9. Strikingly, the information that spike counts provide about the rate always is less
than the information that a single spike arrival time conveys about the visual stimulus. Also note that the
amount of information carried by single spike times in these primate cortical neurons is close to that
found in the motion-sensitive neurons of the fly visual system (Brenner et al 2000, Lewen et al 2001),
despite the common assumption that the mammalian and insect systems operate with very different
coding strategies.
The results in Figs 8 and 9 make clear the conceptual problems of the conventional rate coding idea. As
noted above, "rate coding" is not a code because rate is not an observable; one has to estimate the rate
from observations on the spike train. Figure 8 shows that this estimation process is both noisy and non-intuitive, while Fig 9 shows that such estimates can't provide very much information. Indeed, although
rates are modulated in response to changes in the sensory input, substantial amounts of information are
available from the timing of single spikes, and we can read out this information without reference to the
concept of rate.
This analysis of responses in MT brings us past the "rate vs timing" formulation of the coding problem to
the point where we can ask more precisely about elementary symbols. Thus, one possible elementary
symbol in the code is the number of spikes in a fixed window of time. Analyses such as those in Figs 5
and 6 tell us how much information this symbol can provide about particular stimulus features, and Fig 9
shows how much information we can gain about the underlying rate. Evidently the information content of
the spike count is very limited. Another possible elementary symbol is the'occurrence of a single spike,
and Fig 9 also shows that the information carried by this symbol can be more than one bit, and indeed
larger than the information conveyed by counting spikes for 100 or even 200 ms. The theoretical work by
Brenner et al (2000), and the related work by DeWeese and Meister (1999), provides us with a framework
for measuring the information content of any candidate symbol in the neural code. As examples, one can
consider not just the occurrence of single spikes, but pairs of spikes with specific intervals between them
(Brenner et al 2000, Wright et al 2002) or synchronous combinations of spikes and silence across a
population of cells (Schneidman et al 2005). This framework is sufficient for the analysis of sensory
coding, where the repetition of the stimulus provides us with "ground truth" about what is or is not an
information-bearing component of the neural response.
In the context of sensory coding, then, we have the tools at least to catalog the information content of
different elementary symbols, to test that symbols are combined independently, redundantly or
synergistically, and so on. We also have tools, as explained below, to ask what features of the stimulus
are represented by these symbols. This suite of data analysis methods is being used by many different
groups interested in the neural coding of sensory information. To analyze the neural code for behavior,
however, we need an approach that does not rely on exact repetition, since there is no way that we can
force an animal to generate exactly the same behavior twibe. The key idea which makes such an approach
possible is the reduction of dimensionality.
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Imagine that we want to measure the information that a single spike arrival time can provide about the
trajectory of eye movements. For simplicity we can consider a set of trials in which the sensory stimulus
- the trajectory of target motion - is fixed, so that there is no question that we are measuring information
about output and not information about the input. The data sets we will collect will provide, for a single
cell, many thousands of spikes. For each spike we can look at the trajectory of eye movements
throughout some window that is centered on the spike, and in this way we sample the distribution of
trajectories conditional on a spike, P[v(t -t 0 ) \ spike@t0]; this is the analog for the motor system of the
"response conditional ensembles" constructed in the analysis of sensory coding (Rieke et al 1997). We
also can look at all the times in our experiment and hence sample the overall distribution of trajectories
P[v(t-to)]. The preliminary observations described above indicate that even this full distribution Pfv(t-to)]
has a simple form, dominated by fluctuations along a small number of dimensions. More generally we
expect that - by analogy with the idea of feature selectivity in sensory coding - the'occurrence of a spike
informs us about a limited set of dimensions in the space of trajectories.
If the distribution of trajectories P[v(t-to)] is Gaussian, then we can find the dimensions of the trajectory
that correlate with the spike using the spike-triggered covariance matrix method (Bryant & Segundo 1976,
de Ruyter van Steveninck & Bialek 1988, Brenner et al 2000b, Schwartz et al 2002, Rust et al 2004,
Bialek & de Ruyter van Steveninck 2005). This method looks at the difference between the covariance
matrices associated with the probability distributions P[v(t-to)] and P[v(t —t 0 ) \ spike@t0], and under the
Gaussian assumption one can show that the number of nonzero eigenvalues of this difference matrix
counts the number of dimensions in trajectory space to which the spikes are sensitive, and the dimensions
themselves can be reconstructed from the corresponding eigenvalues (Bialek & de Ruyter van Steveninck
2005). Going beyond the Gaussian approximation, one can search explicitly for the dimensions in
trajectory space that capture most of the mutual information between trajectories and spike arrival times
(Sharpee et al 2004). Finally, these methods are limited to searching for linear or Euclidean projections,
but recent theoretical work from our group shows how the same information theoretic ideas can be
generalized to search for low dimensional curved manifolds (Chigirev & Bialek 2004).
Thus we can assemble a large set of trajectories conditional on the occurrence of a single spike, and then
search for the low dimensional features of these trajectories that are most strongly correlated with the
spike. Our search can be done using the most general information theoretic measures of correlation, is not
limited to single features of the trajectory but rather looks for a small number of features, and can deal
both with linear and nonlinear structures. The overall low dimensionality of behavioral variability in the
pursuit system provides strong evidence that this approach will work. The result is a model of the
trajectory features that are associated with each individual spike, and the total number of bits that this
spike arrival time provides about the behavioral output. Again we can do this under conditions where
sensory inputs are fixed, so that we really are measuring the neural code for behavior.
What we can do for single spikes we can do for combinations of spikes, as in the original work on the
covariance matrix methods (de Ruyter van Steveninck & Bialek 1988). In particular, we can choose as
elementary symbols the inter-spike intervals that apparently have such a high correlation with the motor
output (Fig 7). The result of this analysis will be both the estimates of information contents for different
candidate symbols - single spikes, spike counts in fixed windows, particular combinations of spikes and
intervals, ... - and detailed models of the probability distribution of trajectories that these symbols
represent. From these distributions we can ask whether in fact multiple symbols (e.g., successions of two
intervals that all define the same average local rate) can be combined without loss of information; in fact
this problem can be given a more general formulation as a selective data compression (Tishby et al 1999),
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so that we can search for the optimal way of combining symbols to give a more compact vocabulary, in
effect discovering the different spellings of the same word, to use the linguistic analogy from above.
By starting with simple individual symbols that occur very often - a single spike, or a range of inter-spike
intervals - we essentially guarantee that we can solve all of the relevant sampling problems and build a
nearly complete dictionary between neural symbols and motor outputs, leaning only on the idea of
dimensionality reduction which we already know is correct experimentally. As we expand our analysis to
sequences of symbols, at some point we will run into more serious statistical problems. While there are a
variety of tools and models we can bring to bear in this regime, we think it is important that a fairly
complete and model-free analysis of the neural code for behavior is accessible if "we are willing to start by
asking about small numbers of spikes. The striking evidence that small numbers of spikes dominate the
behaviorally relevant times scales (Figs 5 & 6) and that individual inter—spike intervals are correlated
strongly with motor output (Fig 7) suggests strongly that what is accessible experimentally is much of
what we would like to understand.
Broader impact (Required by the NSF)

A major product of this research will be a set of tools for the analysis of neural coding in motor systems.
We are very sensitive to the opportunities and challenges in bringing tools from this one project to a
broader audience. This needs to be done both by making the tools available in standard format on the
web, but also through educational venues that introduce students and postdocs to the ideas that lie behind
these methods. The summer course in computational neuroscience at the Marine Biological Laboratory
has served for more than a decade as sort of a clearing house for such ideas. As new tools emerge we thus
expect to incorporate them into lectures and laboratory exercises at the MBL and in courses taught both
at ---------- - and at UCSF. We believe that this project also provides an ideal testing grounding for
making the large raw data sets more generally available, and in this effort it is helpful that the-----------group is housed in the same facility as major database groups for genomics.
„„,.
Because this represents a collaboration among two very different institutions, there are unique
opportunities for broader impact. ----------- has a small neuroscience program but a large group of
students and postdocs with extraordinary theoretical talents and education. UCSF has a large
neuroscience program but a more limited set of faculty with theoretical and computational expertise. We
expect to extend the visits of the Pis and junior collaborators by including opportunities for lectures and
workshops that can reach broader audiences at each institution. In this way we can have an immediate
impact on dozens of scientists in the larger communities at ----------- - and at UCSF, expanding on the
precedent set by -------- - visits to the Sloan-Swartz Center at UCSF. Both co-Pis are heavily involved in
the relevant educational programs at their institutions, including a major effort for multidisciplinary
undergraduate education at------------ - We expect that both the substance and the style of this
collaboration will have a direct impact on these programs.
e. Human Subjects: none
f. Vertebrate Animals
1. Provide a detailed description of the proposed use of the animals in the work outlined in the Research
Design and Methods section. Identify the species, strains, ages, sex, .and numbers of animals to be
used in the proposed work. Research will be conducted on male Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) of
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ages approximately 3-10 years. We expect to use approximately 6 monkeys over the 5 year course of
the project. Monkeys will be housed in individual cages that communicate to allow them to spend
most of the day with regular partners, when research protocols allow this. They are trained to come to
the front of the cage so that their collars can be hooked with a pole to allow us to escort them to a
specially-designed primate chair. They are then transported to the laboratory for either behavioral
training or experiments. They are trained to fixate and track spots of light or other visual stimuli in
exchange for fluid reinforcements: to motivate them to perform, other sources of fluid are restricted
when they are involved in active study. Experiments involve measurement of eye movement and of
the electrical activity of single neurons. To allow this, monkeys are subjected to a series of survival
surgical procedures using isofluorane anesthesia and aseptic procedure to implant: a receptacle that
allows us to restrain their heads during experiments, an eye coil that allows us to measure their eye
positions, and recording cylinders that allow us to introduce micro-electrodes through the dura into the
chosen sites in the brain for either recording or micro-stimulation with electrical currents sufficient to
activate small groups of neurons. Most daily experiments last approximately 4 hours, after which
monkeys are returned to their home cages and their partners.
2. Justify the use of animals, the choice of species, and the numbers to be used. If animals are in short
supply, costly, or to be used in large numbers, provide an additional rationale for their selection and
numbers. We are performing the experimental component of the proposal on animals to allow us to
obtain information about the mean and variation of neural and behavioral responses to a specific set of
visual stimuli. The data obtained from the animals are required for the computational analysis that will
address the specific questions posed in the proposal: how is the population response in a cortical
sensory area pooled to create a command for accurate movements. We could perform the
computational analysis without the data, but it would no be relevant to the question of how the brain
transforms sensory inputs into motor commands. We have chosen to use Rhesus monkeys because
the background information for our experiments came from this species. We already know a
considerable amount aboufth'e smooth pursuit eye movements and the discharge of neurons'm cortical
area MT in rhesus monkeys and larger animal numbers would be required to change species. We have
chosen to work on primates because of the ability to do this kind of intensively behavioral experiment
on them. Animal numbers are small, because we are able to maintain animals for several years in the
laboratory, and because the experimental design requires that we obtain both the behavioral and neural
data from the same individuals. Indeed, 6 monkeys may be an over-estimate of the numbers that will
be required to complete this project.
3. Provide information on the veterinary care of the animals involved. UCSF employs clinical
veterinarians who round on,the monkeys according to a regular schedule, and who are called in to
make decisions about any serious veterinary conditions. I employ two licensed veterinary nurses. One
is responsible for surgical anesthesia, for maintenance of accurate and complete health records, and
for ensuring that research in my laboratory remains in compliance with all local and governmental
regulations. One is responsible for working with the monkeys daily, taming and training them, and
maintaining careful and accurate records of fluid consumption and animal weights.
4. Describe the procedures for ensuring that discomfort, distress, pain, and injury will be limited to that
which is unavoidable in the conduct of scientifically sound research. Describe the use of analgesic,
anesthetic, .and tranquilizing drugs and/or comfortable restraining devices, where appropriate, to
minimize discomfort, distress, pain, and injury. Surgery is performed with monkeys under surgical
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levels of anesthesia with Isoflourane. Post-surgical analgesia is provided by two doses of nonsteroidal analgesic (currently Toridol) at 8 hour intervals and at least 36 hours of coverage with the
opiate analgesic Buprenorphine (0.01-0.03 mg/kg every 12 hours). During experiments, monkeys sit
in a plastic box that we call a primate chair. They are conditioned to the chair by training them with
positive reinforcement to move to the chair voluntarily. The chair is designed to prevent any skin
abrasions and the monkeys are inspected daily to ensure that they are not injured in the chair.
Monkeys' heads are restrained during experiments by fastening an implanted coupler to the ceiling of
the primate chair. Because the couple is attached to the skull, this is accomplished without causing
distress or pain (for monkey or experimenter), and the chair then is adjusted to eliminate any points of
pressure or rubbing. In their cages, monkeys wear only a collar. Their necks are inspected regularly to
ensure a proper fit.
5. Describe any method of euthanasia to be used and the reasons for its selection. State whether this
method is consistent with the recommendations of the Panel on Euthanasia of the American
Veterinary Medical Association. If not, present a justification for not following the recommendations.
Monkeys are euthanized by intra-aortic perfusion with formalin after nearly-lethal anesthesia with
intravenous pentobarbital. Anesthesia is give to effect - until respiration rate is very slow and all
reflexes are suppressed. We do not give lethal doses of anesthesia because of the need to preserve the
integrity of brain tissue until it is fixed by the perfusion with formalin. This method is consistent with
the recommendations of the Panel on Euthanasia of the AVMA.
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